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MACHINES IN THE MOUNTAINS
ASARCO Drills for Silver
in the Cabinet Wilderness
by Colleen Murphy and Ann DeBolt,
Wilderness Institute
Log Entry
Monday, July 21, 1980
Cabinet Mountains Wilderness — Chicago
Peak
"We arrived here yesterday after
noon. The mountains around this area
are awesome. They're steep and luqfi
with vegetation. I read that it rains
100 inches annually here. That's a
lot of water I Haven't seen the drill
sites yet; but I have seen the heli
copter quite regularly — it's gone
overhead about six times since I’ve
been sitting here. It's going to take
me a while to get used to that!"

*After the Silver Rush9

Helicopter lands in Cabinet; wilderness

In 1964, the Wilderness Act was
signed into law by President Johnson,
setting aside large areas of land to
be protected in their natural state.
Unprecedented in history, the Wilder
ness Act was designed to create "an
• area where the earth and its community
of life are untrammeled by man, where
man himself is a visitor who does not

Chinske
Predicts Conflicts Will Close Motorcycle
Corridor
by Terry Messman Rucktf
*
1
Many people who enjoy the solitude,
wildlife and grandeur of the newly cre
ated Rattlesnake Wilderness Area will
not tolerate the six-mile motorcycle
corridor that cuts through the heart
of the wilderness, Missoula City Coun
cil member Cass Chinske predicted re
cently.
"It's absolutely a certainty the
corridor won't remain motorized," Chin
ske said. "I expect people to react.
I don't expect Rattlesnake users to be
passive anymore. Machines don't belong
up there."
.
"I can sit back and watch it all
happen," he said, referring to inevit
able confrontations between motorcy
clists and hikers. "I don't have to
start an organization — the corridor
will definitely be closed to motorcycle
use,"
Chinske, director of Friends of
the Rattlesnake, has worked for wilder
ness designation for the Rattlesnake
Valley for the past seven years.
He pointed to "hundreds of cases
of these conflicts" in other forest
areas across the United States where
confrontations between different user
groups has occured "at all levels,
ranging from verbal unfriendliness to
people assaulting each other. (Continued on Page 3)

Off-trail motorcycle in the Rattlesnake*

Can Motorcycles and the Rattlesnake Coexist?
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ASARCO
(Pagel continued)

But many concessions were made to
end the nine years of struggle that went
into the passage of this act. The major
concession was to allow exploring,
drilling, producing, mining and proces—
ing operations in wilderness when they
are ’’carried on in a manner compatible
with the preservation of the wilderness
envi ronment."
For many years this clause in the
Wilderness Act remained in obscurity.
But in the summer of 1980 it became a
reality. Amid much controversy, Ameri
can Smelting and Refining Co. (ASARCO)
began exploratory drilling for copper,
silver and lead in the Cabinet Mountain
Wilderness Area in northwest Montana.
Tn February, ASARCO had submitted
a four-year plan of operations to the
Forest Supervisor of the Kootenai
National Forest. This plan was approved
and allows them to drill in the wilder
ness in the summer months from Jun
*»
1
through September 30. The Forest
service, in an attempt to manage the
operation, has prepared an environmental
analysis (EAR) and will have monitors
on location each season.
To assist in obtaining an accurate
account of the project, we, as research
assistants for the Wilderness Institute,
also monitored the drilling to assess
its impacts on the Cabinet Wilderness.
Through the Wilderness Act, ASARCO
has until December 31, 1983, to prove the
extent and quality of their silver and
copper claims. If mining development
is determined feasible at the end of
■this time, an actual mine in the wil
derness could be a possibility. Few
conservationists who were involved in
the formation of the Wilderness Act
would have believed these activities
possible a mere 16 years after the
Act’s passage.

If mining should occur here in
the future, many issues must first be
resolved. Located south of Libby and
northwest of Thompson Falls, the
94J2Z.2 jacrqs .thatcqniRrlse the Cahlnet

Mountain Wilderness is a diverse land,
and some of the last remaining habitat
for mountain goats and grizzly bears
in this part of the state. The explor
ation is concentrated in the heart of
this fragile land — Chicago Peak and
Moran Basin. Alpine meadows form a
delicate ecosystem of mountain
heath, glacier lilies and subalpine
fir, dotted with tiny jewel-basin lakes,
existing beneath granite spires. This
glaciated country constrasts markedly
with the dark, lush forests at lower
elevations.
■Dog Entry
Tuesday, July 22, 1980
"We climbed Chicago Peak later
in the day. What ah incredible view!
The mountains of Idaho to the west,
the sharp peaks of the Cabinets, and
the meadows and ledges from which we
had climbed.
"As I contemplated this beauty,
I became angry at the idea of ASARCO
being permitted into such a place. Isthis activity really compatible with
wilderness? Granted, ASARCO may be
following the guidelines of the
Forest Service, and the impacts left
when they are gone may be few, but
is no place to be saved from man's
technological influence?"

ASARCO operations are not new to
this land of huge trees and few people.
The coporation is developing what they
predict will be the second largest *
silver mine in the world, the "Troy
Project," which is just a few miles
west of the wilderness area, near
Mt. Vernon. Exploratory drilling
is also occurring around Ross Point,
close to the Ross Creek National
Scenic Area, and ASARCO has staked
claims within the proposed Scotchman
Peaks Wilderness across the Bull River
from the Cabinets.
These activities are increasing
the impacts on federal lands surrounding
the Cabinets and increasing the import
ance of the wilderness area to wild
life, especially the grizzly bear.
Under the 1973 Endangered Species Act,
the grizzly is protected as a threatened
species and it is required that crit
ical habitat for the animal be defined.

The Cabinet Wilderness was recommended
as critical grizzly habitat by the ,
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in 1974
because areas within the wilderness,
including Chicago Peak, have good
potential for denning sites and exist
as a last vestige for uninterrupted
feeding.
As part of the EAR Regulations,
the Forest Service had determined that
helicopter filights in tie area of
Moran Basin-Chicago Peak would be
permitted during daylight — ending one
hour before sunset and beginning one
hour after sunrise, because "these
represent important feeding periods
for many wildlife species, including
bears."
But Chris Sevheen of the Border
Grizzly Project told us there is no con
clusive evidence that bears only feed .
at night, in wilderness or undisturbed
habitat. It is more likely that they
feed for a few hours, sleep, than feed
again and so on throughout the day and
night in areas undisturbed by human
actiyity. This being the case, the
helicopter regulation doesn’t adequately
provide a safeguard to minimize distur
bance to grizzlies during feeding hours.

Will public opinion and
professional judgement be
balanced against the vast
financial resources available
to a multinational
corporation such as
ASARCO?—
While monitoring the daily oper
ations of ASARCO, we became increasingly
aware of the potential impacts on
grizzlies. As one student wrote:
Log Entry
August 5, 1980
On St. Paul Peak: "This is prime
bear habitat, but I am becoming worried
about the bear's presence here because
the noise of the helicopter and drilling
really carries within the canyon. Also,
the closures of logging roads that the
Forest Service initiated along the Chi
cago Peak road seem rather a futile
effort. The roads were closed to pro
vide more undisturbed feeding habitat
for the bears, but how can they be un
disturbed with the helicopter flying
overhead 20 times a day?"
In our capacity as monitors, we
would hike every day a couple miles
up Chicago Peak Road from our camp
site and enter the wilderness. It was
a frequent occurrence to be awoken
early by the roar of the helicopter
flying close overhead, signaling
another day of noisy activity.
Walking along the trail toward
the Chieago Peak rig, we would first
see, and then smell the blue-grey
exhaust rising in the air, then hear
the monotonous roar of the engine
driving the lengths of pipe into the
earth.
The rigs themselves are 25-30
feet high, set on wooden platforms.
The mess accumulated by the drilling
is contained within the area of the
platform. Both the Forest Service
and ASARCO are proud of this, and of
the fact that when they leave for the
(Continued on page 5) j
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Friends and Foes of the Rattlesnake
(Page I continued)

"People are really disturbed at
such an absurd thing as a corridor in
a wilderness area," Chinske explained.
"Recreational surveys show that
the great majority of people go into
the wilderness for solitude and to get
away from it all. Then a cycle roars
by leaving a cloud of dust and noise
and gas exhaust. People will be violat
ed by the very things they went to the
Rattlesnake to escape,"
President Carter recently signed
into law a bill creating a 61,350-acre
wildland refuge north of Missoula which
includes a 33,000-acre wilderness in
the upper Rattlesnake and a 28,500-acre
recreation area open to motorised ve
hicles .
The original bill sponsored in the
House of Representatives by Rep. Pat
Williams (D-Mont.) would have stopped
all motorised traffic at Franklin Bridge,
nine miles into the Rattlesnake drain
age. But the Senate bill sponsored by
Ben. John Melcher (D-Mont.) authorised
a 6-mile recreation corridor open to
motorcycles which stretches from Frank
lin Bridge to Wrangle Creek.
Chinske praised Williams for his
key role in establishing the wilderness,
but expressed outrage at Melcher for
promoting the motorised corridor.
"Melcher totally polarised things
between users of the Rattlesnake," he
said. "With that corridor, it's going
to be impossible to manage it as wilder
ness because of the noise and the wild
life disruption,"
"You can't ignore a noisy, stinking
bike kicking up all that dust — its an
intrusion. The great majority of people
who use the Rattlesnake in a non-motorised way have reached a saturation point
Almost 95 percent of the rest of
the Lolo National Forest is already open
to motorised use, Chinske estimated.
The Rattlesnake study done by the
Lolo National Forest revealed the For
est Service's "anti-wilderness bias,"
according to Chinske, by approving a
corridor that will lead to resource
damage and user conflict,
"Nobody goes up the Rattlesnake to
get into a hassle," he said, "but the
corridor makes it inevitable. They're
promoting use in a situation where it
won't work. That's bad management;
that's ignorant,"
It is "total absurdity" for the
Forest Service to pretend it can control
and monitor motorcycles once they're
allowed into the Rattlesnake, Chinske
claimed,
Stopping motorcycle access at Frank
lin Bridge makes the most sense from a
logistics standpoint, he said, because
the cycles have to cross the bridge and
can be monitored easily there.
But once across the bridge, motor
cyclists have nothing to deter them
other than signs posted at the wilder
ness boundary and the threat of a min
imum $25 fine. The fact that motorcy
cles do drive off the trail is proven
graphically by the accompanying picture
of a motorcyclist ripping cross-country,
a quarter-mile fron the nearest trail.
That picture was taken Oct. 28,
1980 near the Franklin Bridge Trail and

is not an isolated violation. Chinske
has photographs of Rattlesnake trail
signs forbidding off-road motorized use
— near the signs are recent motorcycle
tracks which show the futility of polic
ing cyclists with trail signs,
"Everything has been violated re
cently," he said, ’’every single trail.
Motorcycles have violated closed areas
of the trails more in the last summer
than in the past few years,"
"There's no one around in the wil
derness to control motorcycles, Will
the Forest Service hire four dozen men
with bazookas? It's an impossible job
for a single Forest Service person."
The motorcycle corridor cuts
through a steep glacial canyon with
beautiful cliffs and rock formations.
"From the Franklin Bridge on, the
creek gets more beautiful with more rap
ids, more waterfalls and deep pools.
It's also a perfect hike for older peo
ple and kids because the gradient is
less steep."
"Goat rocks" begin at Franklin
Bridge and continue along the entire
length of the motorcycle corridor. The
cliffs are "an absolute ideal habitat
for mountain goats," he said.
Dozens of mountain goats inhabited
.the area before a road was opened in
I960, he said, but by 1965 the goats were
"eliminated from nearly every goat cliff
by the road." Although the road was
closed in 1970 for four-wheel vehicles,
the roar of motorcycles continues to
echo off the goat cliffs and the goats
may never return if the corridor isn't
shut down.
Grizzlies still come down into the
area near the corridor for the fresh
spring greenery which is "absolutely
vital for their survival," according to

Chinske. He warned that motorcyles may
eventually drive the grizzlies away for
good, adding that the Forest Service
"is not going to paint dotted lines on
rocks so the animals know where not to
go,"
Those concerned about the motorized
"recreation corridor" can write to the
Lolo National Forest and make an offi
cial request that the Lolo travel plan
be modified, Public meetings and F.S.
studies of the area will produce a for
mal management plan in the future; the
F.S, has the option of closing the cor
ridor.
Chinske praised the work of Rep.
Williams in supporting the Rattlesnake
Wilderness bill,
"Williams has been very concerned
all the way through," Chinske said.
"He ensured the public had ample oppor
tunity to respond and review the propos
al. Throughout this whole process,
there's not one instance where Pat’Williams has not kept his word to the peo
ple of Montana."
But Melcher and the Forest Service
let wilderness supporters down badly,
according to Chinske.
"Melcher represents development in
terests and out-of—state corporations,"
Chinske charged, "His public review was
a review by Melcher and nobody else,
Melcher held no public hearing like Wil
liams did — he didn't -come out and talk
to Montanans. He sided against his own
constituency and against the local ex
perts with Ph.D's in resource management,
"The Forest Service is anti-wilder
ness. They don't want wilderness-be
cause it precludes their options to use
the land. Development-oriented indus
tries — especially energy industries —
have control of the Department of Agri
culture."
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Abusive Pornography and Sexism Harass Women
by Eileen Clark, Women’s Place

Coming home late at night when the
house is dark has always been the worst
for me. I hold my breath opening the
door, closet and looking under the
beds. Last month, a woman I know was
assaulted by a man with a knife. The
next week I had a dream of a man, stab
bing me in the ribs. I woke up with
the taste of metal in my mouth. It’s
that close. It can happen to any wo
man. In our homes, on the street, day
dr night. Someone we know, someone
jumping out of a shadow on our way home
from class or work. It’s a fear that s
always there, which makes you listen
to the sidewalk and count footfalls.
Rape is on the increase: up 25
percent in Montana, 12.3 percent na
tionwide in the period 1978-1979. Also
on the increase is the media's use of
violence against women as an adverti
sing tool. At one extreme is the movie
"Snuff," which was advertised as be
ing "made in Argentina where life is
cheap." Its promoters implied, and News
week reported, that the women in the
film were raped, mutilated and murdered
in the process of filming.
The chief enticement of.this movie
was the rape and murder of women.
Newsweek also reported that the cost
of private showings of "Snuff" type
films is $200 per person. People p<-y
to see a woman raped and murdered.
That’s one extreme. I recently
saw a slide show presentation put to
gether by WAVAW, Women Against Violence
Against Women. It included pictures
taken from a pornographic magazine,
one of which showed a woman, smeared
with blood, whose left nipple was be
ing ripped by a pair of pliers. A
double-page layout from another porn
magazine showed a woman stabbing her
vagina with a butcher knife in one
picture and cutting her labia with a
pair Of scissors in the other. She,
*
too
had blood smeared on her. The
image that stays with me is the woman's
strange smile; the photographer and
producers were implying that she en
joyed mutilating herself.
Okay, that's pornographic mat
erial. What about record album covers?
(You don't have to be 18 or over to
buy a record album.) The Rolling Stones
album, "Black and Blue," was advertised
in California with giant billboards
showing a woman bound, beaten and
bruised. She also had a smile on her
face and beside her on the poster was
the statement, "I'm 'Black and Blue'
from the Rolling Stones and I love it."
Have you seen the record album
cover that shows nothing but a woman's
crotch, clad in leather panties? The
title of-the album is "Jump On It."
It's a message we receive contin
uously through television, movies,
magazines, advertising: women want to
be raped. We want to be beaten black
and blue. We want someone to tear our
breasts with a pair of pliers, to cut
own
*
our
bodies with knives and scissors.
The media uses the word "it" to de
scribe a woman - some "thing" to be
jumped on, to be used. The message is

clear. Women are not human. We are
"it." We are crotches in red leather.
We are best suited for being bound and
raped and beaten for the pleasure it
gives us, as well as for the pleasure
it gives men.
That is what advertising, porn
ography and media in general would
have men and women believe. It sells
their products. The picture on the
cover of a record album costs too much
money to be unplanned. It is a care
fully contrived, posed, "gotcha" gim
mick. The customer will look at the
album, pick it up and buy it, often on
no more impulse than that the cover
caught his/her eye.

This is the ultimate power
fantasy: the fully clothed,
totalitarian male figure with
a naked, faceless, vulnerable
female totally under his
control. It turns the author
of Treblinka and Auschwitz
into a porn hero.
These images are all geared to
fit some need and/or fantasy in the
customer's mind. A bright color to
cheer up a boring day. A piece of
fantasy -- Co be able to feel a sense
of power, jump on anything, beat any
thing — in our time of high unemploy
ment, increasing automation and anomie.
Don't turn your back on images of
violence against women. Don’t ignore
it.or pretend it isn't there. Ninety
percent of rapists are considered

psychologically normal. Part of the
reason is the constant message from the
media: "It's okay to take your aggres
*
siveness out on women. They like to >e
'Black and Blue.' Women smile when they
are bound and raped."
......
The media tells men that they'cart
beat something, jump on it, that they
can fight back somewhere at the power
lessness they feel.
One of the newest additions to
pornography has been the use of the
swastika and the use of male models
dressed as Adolf'Hitler• One picture
from a soft-porn magazine showed a
Hitler model with a naked woman over
his knee, her buttocks toward the.cam
era, her head hidden. This is the
ultimate power fantasy: the fully
clothed, totalitarian male figure with
a naked, faceless, vulnerable female
totally under his control. It turns
the author of Treblinka and Auschwitz
into a porn hero.
The use of women as accepted,
and even willing, objects of violence
and;aggression by the media turns men
against women, dehumanizes both sexes,
and reduces our anger and frustration
into a moneymaking device. It turns
our anger toward each other instead of
toward the source of our frustration.
It separates and divides.
The American Psychological Associ
ation convened last month in Montreal.
Two studies presented demonstrated an
increase in male aggressiveness against
females after the men had viewed sexual
violence. Heightened aggression per
sisted more than a week.
Rape is on the increase. The me
dia's use of violence against women
is on the increase. While this is not
thp only cause cfn rape, the connection
is clear. In the ->eantime, record
makers, producers, . ’vertisers, softand hard-core porn mt\ <zines are all
making money from promoting images of
violence against women.
The next time you see a magazine,
advertisement,movie, television pro
gram or commercial that portrays vio
lence against women as an acceptable
ploy, use your anger and frustration
to make others aware of why you find
it objectionable. Tell the store man
ager, write to the record company or
distributor, send a letter to the
television station and tell them what
you think.
Refuse to buy products from those
businesses unless and until they re
move the offending material. Ask them
to send you a statement of policy in
regard to violence against women in
advertising materials.
Violence is not .abstract. Two
hundred and eleven rapes were reported
in Montana last year, and it is estim
ated that only one in ten rapes is
reported. The incidence of wife
battering is also on the increase. No
woman wants to be beaten. No woman
asks to be raped. None of us like
looking- over our shoulders and counting
footsteps.
Yet some people make money out
of it.
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Nonviolent Resistance to Violent Sexploitation
By Womyn Against Violence, Jane Quinn, Shell Wildwomoon and Linda Hand
Three women were arrested on Feb.
7, 1980, following a nonviolent act of
civil disobedience protesting sexploita
tion and the promotion of violence
against women by a Hartford, Conn, store,
the Bare Facts.
Jane Quinn, Shell Wildwomoon and
Linda Hand spent eight days in jail after
arrest, and were charged with criminal
mischief first degree (a felony) and
criminal trespass first degree (a missemeanor). The charges could have re
sulted in six years in jail, but after
a highly emotional trial, all three
women were found not guilty by the jury.
Assistant State’s Attorney, Irving
Aaronson, claims the women did over $1500
damage after human blood was splashed
on a front window display, the doorway
into the store's "fantasy room," and >
across books and movies in the fantasy
room.
The issue for the protests has been:
the objectification and exploitation of
women, as well as the display and selling
of explicit materials which show scenes
of rape, battering and mutilation leads
to the very real acts of violence against
women.
Sidney Daffner, owner of the Bare
Facts, claims that his store is an "in
timate apparel" shop. Daffner sponsors
"men's nights" for Christmas, Valentine's
Day and Mother's Day. Free champagne
is served while women are available to
model items men "are thinking of buying."
This blatant exploitation of women is
disgusting and offensive.
The store has a back room, the
"fantasy room." Weapons of violence
such as metal-spike-tipped dildos and
whips are displayed along with materials
which vividly show acts of rape, beating
and mutilation of women's bodies. Bond
age magazines and movies are sold beside
books with such titles as "Whippings for
a Wicked Wife," "Rampant Rapists,"
"Torture Island," "Black Sappho" and
"Incestuous Visit."
We do not seek to create or apply
laws that censure freedom of speech.
We demand personal accountability for
the end results of the products one
produces, sells or profits from.
The act of pouring human blood,
representing the blood of battered,
raped and murdered women and children,
was an attempt to make this statement:
"THIS MAN'S BUSINESS LEADS TO
WOMEN AND CHILDREN BLEEDING. THE
BLOOD IS ALREADY THERE; WE MADE IT
VISIBLE."
We attempted to make the strongest
possible statement against the promotion
of violence against women; our intention
was not to go to jail. Knowing the risk
of arrest, the threats of jail could
not silence our anger or our statement.
We believe there are many ways in
which women can fight for our lives.
Our creative and collective energy will
be used to say:
"We will not tolerate any threat
to our lives, to our sister’s lives,
to our children's lives. We will not
be silent victims."
it!

As feminists we believe that vio
lence against women is an obvious form
of the widespread violence against the
earth and all forms of life. This same
violence is exhibited by the continuous
plot to destroy all life by using nu
clear power and nuclear weapons.
The end result of the production
and sale of nuclear weapons is death/
genocide. The end result of books
and movies which glorify violence
against women is rape/gynocide.
All women deserve to have a safe
world in which to live. Together we
will resist all that threatens our
security and the lives of all children.
* No woman is safe or secure on
the streets or in her home.
* It is estimated that a woman
ia raped every three "minutes in the U.S.
* FBI statistics indicate that an
incident of wife abuse occurs every 18
seconds in this country.

Human blood was splashed
on front window displays
while a demonstrator outside
of the store held a sign,
“This is the blood of
battered and raped women. ”
On Dec. 13, 1979, a group of wo
men and men picketed and leafleted at
the Bare Facts during a "men's night."
Because of the verbal harrassment and
violence by the police and male custo
mers, a stronger statement was planned
to stop the sale of books, movies and
weapons which promote violence against
women.
The willingness to exploit women
for profit is a symptom of patriarchy.
This exploitation may take the form
of sexist advertising which promotes
women as sex objects, things to be

dominated and abused. Exploitation ccan lead to more brutal forms of
violence — rape and battering.
As women who have been raped and
battered, whose close friends and
relatives have been raped and battered,
and who work with abused women and
children, we will no longer tolerate
any violence against another person.
Prior to the "Valentine's Day men's
night" on Feb. 7, 1980, a nonviolent act
of civil disobedience occurred in an
attempt to stop the event. Human blood
was splashed on front window displays
while a demonstrator outside the store
held a sign, '"This is the blood of
battered and raped women."
During the May 8, 1980, "Mother's
Day men's night" picketers encouragea
men not to support Daffner's business,
and to stop exploiting women. Leaflets
were handed out while one woman photo
graphed men entering the store.
The three of us have been committed
to nonviolent actions against all forms
of violence against life. Since we
are women we needed to act against the
violence we face because we are women
in a sexist society. We carefully chose
to damage property rather than to in
flict violence on those who use those
materials.
Our nonviolence is an active part
of our lives, our way of taking control
of our lives and fighting to end all
unequal power relationships. We believe
the end of violence will end all oppres
sions. Our protest was an act of self
defense .
We would not use the legal means
for fighting Daffner's business. The
obscenity laws which apply to this case
are routinely used against gay men and
lesbians. The injustice system profits
from women's pain as much as the "por
nography" industry.

ASARCO Drilling

(P<& 2continued)

season, the rocks are scrubbed and the
rigs removed. But, even though their
visible presence is gone, the memory
for those of us who witnessed the
operation is bittersweet.
Moving from the Chicago Peak site
.we go down to Copper Gulch. It is
mid-August. The rigs., are gone but the
platforms remain, reminders of what
has taken place. Coming upon the
helispot we find the vegetation
scorched, Grouse Whortleberrry, bear
grass and the ground-cover grasses are
burnt and dying. Four small subalpine
fir are dead.
ASARCO will have invested t remend
*ous amounts of money by 1983. It is
very likely that they will want to
continue into the mining stage and
reap back some profits. What happens
then?
Will we be forced to choose bet
ween a silver mine or Wilderness in the
Cabinets; and if so, will public opinion
and professional judgement be balanced
against the vast financial resources
available to multinational corpora
tion such as ASARCO?

P«g«6
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ERA Activists Resort to Civil Disobedience
by Terry Rucker

"if we don't demonstrate soon and
forcefully just how serious we are a-*
bout equal rights ***** and that we are
willing to make enormous personal sac
rifices to secure them for American wom
en —- we are simply not going to win
them in our lifetime." —- Sonia John
son, Mormons for ERA

The Complete Text Of

THE EQUAL RIGHTS
AMENDMENT
Section I.
■quality of right
*
under the low
•ball not bo denied or abridged bv
the United States or by any State
on aeoount of sei.

Section l

Twelve women dressed Tn‘the'snowwhite clothes and draped In the purple
sasheB of the turn-of-the-century suf
fragist movement led about 100 pro-ERA
demonstrators In spirited renditions of
feminist anthems outside the Republican
National Committee Headquarters in
Washington, D.C. on August 26
*
The women wore a heavier burden
than their purple sashes — huge pad
locks and thick steel chains encircled
their waists, chaining them to each oth
er and to the main entrance of the Re
publican Headquarters.
The chains symbolised the Republic
an Party's attempt to put chains on fu
ture generations of American women by
failing to support the Equal Rights Amendmept In the OOP's 1980 platform,
and the non-violent blockade Of Repub
lican Headquarters was a mirror-image
of the doors which Ronald Reagan's Re
publicans have tried to shut in women's
faces.
The women chose civil disobedience
on August 26 to celebrate the 60th an
niversary of Women's Equality Day, when
the 19th Amendment was ratified and wom
en won the right to vote in 1920.
Sonia Johnson, a feminist who was
excommunicated from the Mormon Church
for pro-ERA activism, recently told the
SAC Activist why she has escalated her
activism to the point of breaking laws.

Huge padlocks and thick
steel chains encircled their
waists, chaining the women
to each other and to the main
entrance of Republican
headquarters.

"1 think a lot of women in this
country are looking at the historical
precedents, from the suffragist move
ment to the black civil rights movement,"
she explained from her home in Sterling,
Va. "We've seen that all the civilrights movements have to be escalated
to the poiht of civil disobedience to
get anything done.
"For some reason people don't seem
to get their human rights unless they're
ready to lay down their lives. It now
seems to me and many women that we won't
get our rights without civil disobedi
ence."

The Cone rase shall have the power
to enforce, by appropriate loalalotion, the provision
*
of tala
article.

Section 3,
This amendment eball take offoot
two years after the dote of
ratlfleatlen.

Johnson pointed out an intriguing
historical coincidence. Twelve women
risked arrest at Republican headquarters
this year, the same number who were ar
rested for feminist resistance in 1918
when Alice Paul and 11 others became the
first suffragists arrested in the Unit
ed States.
Last August, the 12 present-day
protesters affirmed the historical con
tinuity of the women's struggle by dis
playing a replica of the banner carried
by their suffragist foremothers! "How
long must women wait for liberty?'
Other posters proclaimed "Sexism
is a sin" and asked "Will the Party that
freed slaves become the Party that en
slaves women?"
Other women at the action included
Betty Bone Schiess, the first female
Episcopal priest in the world, Maureen
Fiedler of Catholics Act for ERA and
Cherry Dalton of Mormons for ERA.
While several police cars cruised
by and pa’ddy Wagons parked neat the
chained women, 12 voices led the crowd
in a song that resounded from 100 voic
es, invoking past feminist leaders:
"Susan B. Anthony, we shall not
be moved!
Rosa Parks, we shall not be moved!
Just like the suffragists who
fought before us.
We shall not be moved!"
Republican Party members began to
thwart the plans to shut down their
national headquarters by entering
through the door of an adjoining men's
club.
Organisers of the demonstration
asked for volunteers who were willing
to risk arrest by sitting down on the
sidewalk in front of the men's club.
Several of us who had traveled to Wash
ington to resist Pentagon war policies
volunteered, realising that Reagan's
Republicans were promoting both sexism
and nuclear escalation.
The well-dressed patrons of the
club — both men and women — were out
raged at being asked to give up a cham
pagne lunch qr game of racquetball in
the name of the Equal Rights Amendment.
Club patrons began kicking, shov
ing and walking over the ERA supporters
on the sidewalk, the men pulling hair

and pushing heads, the women grinding
their high heels into legs and stomachs.
Mark Furman, a Pentagon affinity
group member from Cambridge, Maas.,
asked the stylishly dressed women how
they could walk all over sisters who
were fighting for equal rights for all
women, high-heeled Republicans included.
His question went unanswered, and
people kept Walking over other people.
The male doorperson of the club
tried to shove people out of the way,
almost jerking Missoula activist Darla
Rucker out of her wheelchair before he
Was restrained.
He then violently tried to slam
the door open, pinning Emma Wlktor against a brick wall. As he continued
to push against the door, Wlktor, an
activist from Baltimore, screamed as
the door ,cut into her foot.
Rucker began pushing the door shut
to free Wlktor, but the club employee
grabbed her arm, wrenched It away and
shouted, "You'll lose that arm if you
don't let go." The rest of.us pushed
the door away from the wall to let Wlk
tor move away. She then sat down again
in front of the door, as uncowed and
spirited as ever. (Continued on page 7)
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Protect Montana’s S. 393 Wildlands
by George Wuerthner
Recently the Forest Service releas
ed for public comment its draft Environ
mental Impact Statement on three wilder
ness study areas in Montana. The EIS
recommended a small 128,000—acre Wil
derness Tor the Taylor—Hilgard area of
the Madison Range and non-wilderness
classification for the Mount Henry and
West Pioneer study areas.
The studies were initiated in 1977
with the passage of the Montana Wilder
ness Study Act, which became known at
Senate Bill 393. The late Sen. Lee
Metcalf introduced S. 393 after citizens
complained that the Forest Service’s
fragmented unit approach to wilderness
study had left nine roadless areas in
Montana out of its wilderness recommend
ations. S. 393 directed the Forest
Service to take a longer and more indepth look at these nine potential wil
derness areas and to report to Congress
in 1982.
Let’s look at each of the areas
briefly.
The Taylor-Hilgard complex is part
:of the Madison Range southwest of Boze
man. Big Sky Ski Resort lies roughly
in the middle of the range.
The Madison Range is high glaciated
country with many alpine parks and lake
basins. Its clear streams provide much

NO RETREAT
FROM EQUALITY
(Page 6 continued)
When the club owner called the po
lice to remove us, the protest organiz
ers asked us to leave peacefully so the
main focus of the action would remain
centered on the 12 women chained to the
main entrance.
They remained in chains for five
hours in the hot August sun as police
cars continued to circle the block.
But as 5 p.m. arrived and Republican
Headquarters closed for the day, it be
came obvious that the Republicans had
decided not to press charges, apparently
deciding not to risk political embarrass
ment or public outcry if they ordered
pro-ERA women to be arrested.
Sonia Johnson wanted to take her
feminist resistance all the way to a
jail cell, as did many of her suffragist
ancestors.
She wrote: "We'd hoped our arrest
would signal women all over the country
that the time has come for civil dis
obedience and would encourage them to
follow our example. Since we could not
incite the Republicans to folly, however,
we’re laying plans for another outrage
soon . . . for which we will surely be
arrested."
Johnson vowed to continue to explore
legal and political channels in the
struggle for women's equality, but in a
recent interview she reaffirmed her com
mitment to civil disobedience.
"There are certain things that have
to be done to get justice," she explain
ed. "Civil disobedience is time-consum
ing and people don’t understand why you
take such a drastic step, but if the
action is true you must do it anyway."

of the pristine water for the famous
Madison add Gallatin Rivers, which have
World-famous trout fishing. The area
also provides habitat for large herds
of sheep, elk and deer. Grizzly bear
are found in the southern end of the
range.
The F.S. has recommended that only
128,000 acres of this roadless country
be classified as wilderness. This con
trasts with the 600,000—acre Lee Met
calf Wilderness proposed by a Bozeman
based group that would incorporate all
the roadless acres in both the Madison
and Gallatin Ranges. This proposal is
the largest chunk of roadless land left
in the lower 48 states that is not now
classified wilderness. (A sad commen
tary oh the amount of undeveloped
. country left.)
Though the F.S. is to be commended
.for recommending a 128,000-acre wilder
ness, it did not go far enough to pro
tect the additional roadless country
left. There were several reasons.
First, there is a large amount of
checkerboard Burlington Northern lands
within the Lee Metcalf Proposal. A
land trade had been worked out between
the F.S. and BN so that F.S, manage—
ment could be consolidated. This trade
has been temporarily stalled by a rid
er to a congressional bill sponsored
by Sen. Melcher of Montana.- The rider
forbids any, federal land trades larger
than 6,000 acres without Congressional
approval. A time-consuming but not
impossible obstacle.
The second major obstacle is the
powerline proposed by Montana Power Co.
across the Madison Range in the vicin
ity of Jack Creek near Big Sky. The
Forest Service wants to leave the cor
ridor open.
Neither of these reasons seem in
surmountable and certainly the Lee Met
calf Wilderness proposal deserves seri
ous consideration and support.
The West Pioneers are gently roll
ing forested mountains between Dillion
and Wisdom in southcentral Montana.
The 148,000-acre study area received
a wilderness suitability score of 26
points out of a possible 28. (The Tay
lor—Hilgard area also received 26
points.) Even though the West Pioneers
meet all the requirements for wilder
ness designation, they were dropped
from further wilderness consideration.
The West Pioneers are close to the
Anaconda Pintlar Wilderness and several
other wilderness study areas. The For
est Service felt that these other
areas adequately preserved enough wil
derness for the region. In addition,
there is a molybdenum deposit located
within the proposed wilderness. Wil
derness supposedly would not allow economic development of these deposits.
One feels, after reading these
reasons, that neither are really just
ifiable. First, the fact that other
wilderness areas are nearby has nothing
to do with the West Pioneer's wilder
ness suitability.
The molybdenum deposits are harder
to get around. It's a value judgement:
’which is more important to the nation
now and down the road, wilderness of

Larry Akey photo

The Taylor-Hilgard area
n^tyPSenum^T^^J^STJTJ^pos^ibl^t^^^ have certain kinds of mining and still
give wilderness protection to the re- •
mainder of the area.
The final area studied is the
23,000-acre Mt Henry proposal in north
west Montana near Libby. Mt Henry and
the surrounding area is heavily tim
bered, with some alpine ridges and
scattered lakes. Mt. Henry was drop
ped primarily because there is still
timber that can be harvested on it.
It is unfortunate that even this
small area could not be kept untouched
considering the large percentage of
the Kootenai National Forest already
devoted to timber production. Mt.
Henry is truly an island in a quilt
work of clearcuts.'
It is my opinion that none of the
areas were given proper consideration
of their value, and that the Forest
Service has missed the opportunity to
protect an extremely rare wilderness
heritage for the future.
If you feel that these areas should
be given wilderness status, please write
your Congress members. Ask them to sup
port wilderness classification for all
three areas. In addition, be sure to
endorse the proposed Lee Metcalf Wil
derness. This may be our last chance to
provide an acceptable wilderness in the
Madison and'Gallatin Ranges'.
I can't help but .feel sadness at
the many—fronted attack on our last wild
places. Our haste to consume resources
will quickly consume the wild places.
Ultimately, even wilderness classifica
tion doesn’t ensure protection, as the
recent Cabinet Mountain drilling or the
proposed Bob Marshall oil exploration
have shown.
But wilderness classification is
a step in the right direction, for it
recognizes that wilderness — like gold —
is rare and it’s only where you find it
*
Fortunately, in Montana we still have a
little left to find.
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Editorial

SAC Political Endorsements

by David Curtis, ASUM President
by Mike Dahlem, Student Action Center

Nobody for President?
Borrowing a phrase from Leslie
Fiedler we acknowledge that the follow
ing endorsements may be "often wrong,
but never in doubt." With that caveat
in mind, we will proceed with our fear
less prescriptions for the future.
The 1980 Presidential election is
a disaster. The candidates of bin? major
parties are a disgrace and prove: ex
istence of a national death wish, these
modern day "crisis managers" have done
little to restore confidence in a dem
ocratic system which has been shaken by
repeated acts of official misconduct.
The simplist endorsement to make would
be Barry Commoner of the Citizens Party
or Dave McReynolds of the Socialist Par
ty. Both men have run issue-oriented
campaigns which speak to the most basic
problems in contemporary American so
ciety. Unfortunately, neither of these
candidates has any chance of winning nor
will their names appear on the ballot in
Montana.
It is with little enthusiasm that
we do endorse President Carter for re
election on this eve of the 1980 elec
tion. Our endorsement is not so much
one for Carter as it is one against Rea
gan. The man who would "make America
great again" has so many liabilities
that it is impossible to list them all
in one article. He is anti-ERA, antiabortion and pro-business. He will make
drastic cuts in social services while
beefing up the armed forces. He has
threatened to abolish the Department of
Education. His proposal for massive tax
cuts would fuel additional inflation at
a time when the economy is begining to
recover.
Another power of the President is
the power of appointment-especially
judicial appointment. To his credit,
Carter has appointed more women and
minorities to the federal bench during
his term of office than have all the
previous presidents combined. Reagan,
on the other hand, was nominated by a
party which proposed the appointment of
only "pro-life" judges to the federal
judiciary. It is a position which Rea
gan has not repudiated.
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It is indeed unfortunate that Amer
ican politics have deteriorated to the
point that it is impossible tn endorse
any major candidate based on his or her
own merits. However, it is our position
that a vote for anyone other than Carter
will ultimately mean a vote for Reagan
and Reaction. The country mignt not
survive.
Turning to the Montana Gubernator
ial race we endorse Democrat Ted Schwinden as the most qualified candidate for
the office. Schwinden has been active
in Montana politics for 30 years and
during that time has acquired a vast ex
perience in the administration of state
government. While we do not support
his position on a number of issues we
do believe that his honesty and openness
will make him accessible to Montana cit
izens. His running mate, George Turman,
is a man of undisputed ability who will
add much to a Schwinden administration.

On the other hand, the desperation
with which Republican Jack Ramirez has
attacked the Schwinden record should
cast doubts about his judgement. It is
difficult to believe that his call for
a special legislative session was any
thing but politically motivated. Ram
irez's close ties to corporate law
clients also gives some cause for con
cern, especially in light of his earlier
position that the severance tax was too
high. His running mate, Walt Johnson,
has said little during the campaign and
would propably not play an active role
in a Ramirez administration.

Defend Montana —
Vote Democrat
We also believe that it is important
that the Montana University System have
a strong supporter in the Governor's of
fice. While Schwinden considers himself
a "fiscal conservative" he has pledged
to support additional funding for higher
education. It should be noted that dur
ing the 1979 Legislature it was the Dem
ocratic Party which rallied support for
more university funding.
It is the Re
publican party which has consistently
pledged itself to massive tax cuts. In
our opinion, the best interests of higher
education will be served by a Democratic
Governor and a Democratically controlled
Legislature.
In the 1979 Session the Democrats
■controlled the House by a 55-45 margin
’and the Republicans controlled the Sen
ate by a 26-24 margin. It appears that
the Democratic margin in the House could
be lost in this next session. A Repub
lican majority would mean a Republican
chairmanship of every House committee as
well as Republican control of an appro
priations process which is likely to be
less generous to the needs of higher ed
ucation.
We have decided to endorse every
Democratic legislative candidate in the
Missoula area, both to prevent the loss
of Democratic control of the House and
because each Democrat has proven to be
•
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more responsive on a variety of social
and environmental issues.
In House Distric 93 Democrat Carol
Mitchell receives the nod over Republican
Ben Hanson because of her past-experience
as a Constitutional Convention delegate,
legislative lobbyist and family law practicioner specializing in child and spouse
abuse. She supports more instate invest
ment of the coal severance tax trust fund,
defends the Board of Health’s air quality
standards and supports the lobbyist dis
closure initiative.
In District 94 we are happy to en-..dorse Democrat Dan Kemmis, an able and
articulate representative of the univer
sity community. During his previous two
sessions Dan has championed the cause of
education, the environment, labor and ag
riculture. He will be instrumental in
securing more funding for the university
system and in defending Montana’s envi
ronmental laws. He will be the chief pro
ponent of investing more coal tax money
economy, Kemmis is unop
in the Montana economy.
posed for re-election.
In District 95 Ann Mary Dussault
is our overwhelming choice. A veteran
of three terms, she served as House
Majority Leader in the 1979 session.
Dussault has received a 100 percent
voting record from the Environmental
Information Center on natural resource
issues and authored HJR-58—a resolu
tion which mandated the current Interim
study of the university funding formula.
Her capable leadership will again be
necessary against the onslaught of
"pro-development" corporate interests,
"right-to-life" fanatics and other un
savory characters. Her Republican op
ponent, Marilyn Femelius, has campaign
ed largely on a "right-to-life" platform.
In District 96 Democrat James Azzara clearly outclasses his inexperi
enced opponent F. Janelie Hopkins.
In
the last session, Azzara fought dili
gently for stronger annexation laws
and succeeded in gaining funds to com
plete the Montana Air Pollution Study
(MAPS). He has been vocal on energy
conservation and air pollution issues
in Missoula. A member of the Montana
Small Business Association, Azzara al
so serves on the Urban Area Citizens
Advisory Committee.
In District 97 Democratic incum
bent Steve Waldron faces no opposition.
Waldron, a Champion mill worker, has
been a strong advocate of lobbyist dis
closure legislation, adequate salaries
for university employees and faculty and
of upholding the rights of women and
low-income citizens. As a progressive
representative of the Montana labor
movement, Waldron has not succumbed to
the arguement that environmental stand
ards must be weakened in order to pro
mote jobs. We look forward to working
with Steve in the next session.__________
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The race in District 98 between
Dennis Veleber and Budd Gould has rais
ed some eyebrows. Gould, a three-term
Republican incumbent, is facing a stiff
challenge from his feisty opponent who
has made Gould's past voting record a
major campaign issue. Veleber points
to Gould's opposition to the coal tax,
lobbyist disclosure and his poor en
vironmental record as evidence that
Gould has not adequately represented
the interests of his constituents.
Veleber, a recent master's graduate of
the EVST program at UM,supports lobby
ist disclosure, strong air quality
standards and tougher subdivision laws.
We support his bid to unseat Gould.
The difference between the candi
dates in District 99 — Earl Lory c id
Jackie McGiffert — are less striking
than those between Gould and Veleber.
Both support additional funding for
the university system. Both cite pre
vious experience -- Lory as a three
term Republican legislator and McGif
fert as a former member of the Missoula
City Council. However, there are some
significant differences in their pos
itions on the issues. McGiffert sup
ports lobbyist disclosure; Lory is against it.
McGiffert is in favor of
requiring annexation of adjacent areas
to the city when the population density
reaches a certain point. Lory is against
it. McGiffert supports the state air
quality standards while Lory is prepar
ed to adjust them with the interests of
business in mind. We endorse McGiffert.
In District 100 we endorse Sylvia
Stevens over Republican incumbent Ralph
Eudaily. A former member of ASUM Cen
tral Board, Stevens served as Vice-Chair
person of the Rehabilitative Services
Advisory Council and as Secretary of the
Montana Coalition of Handicapped Indi
viduals. She favors lobbyist disclosure,
strong protection for the environment
and more state support for education at
all levels. Her opponent, Ralph Eudaily,
voted in favor of a Constitutional Con
vention to outlaw abortion, against lob
byist disclosure and received a 9 percent
voting record on labor issues by the
state AFL-CIO.
There are two Senate seats up for
election this year. Democrat Terry
Knight seems to be in line to succeed
State Senator Bob Watt in District 49.
Knight, a former broadcaster for KGVO—
TV, has taken strong stands in support
of U of M, lobbyist disclosure and air
quality standards. He endorsed the
plant closing and public power initia
tives during the primary. His opponent,
Jan Johnson, has suggested the transfer
of several U of M departments to the
smaller schools in the system. Her lack
of political experience does little to
reconmend her for the job. He endorse
Terry Knight.
In District 50 Democratic incumbent
Fred Van Valkenburg should be returned
to the Legislature. His work in the
last session in behalf of the university
and of a progressive judicial system was
noteworthy. Van Valkenburg, a strong
defender of the free press
*
promises to
work hard for more instate investment of
the coal tax. Opponent John Hamp is new
to Montana and has definitely advocated
a pro-business position on most economic
and environmental issues. In our opin
ion, his support for the weaker federal

cut out here
air quality standards does not represent
the views of most Montanans. We strong
ly endorse Van Valkenburg.
Turning to other races, we endorse
Western District Congressman Pat Wil
liams for re-election. His proven re
record of effectiveness speaks for itself.
For Secretary of State, we endorse
Democratic .candidate J.D. Lynch over
Jim Waitermire. Lynch's extensive leg
islative experience (five terms) will
be crucial in gaining the financial
support necessary to modernize the of
fice. He also promises to be a strong
advocate of the public interest on the
State Lands Board and the Board of Ex
aminers.
Morrison, an unsuccessful candidate
for the Court in 1978, has tried more
than 1000 cases in his 18 years of prac
tice. He serves as President of the
Montana Trial Lawyers' Association and
has received the endorsement of more
than 70 percent of the members of the
Montana State Bar and of the County At
torneys according to recent polls. Dun
bar, another "law and order" candidate
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has had little trial experience and is
likely to reverse past Court rulings/
We rate the remaining Court contest
as a toss up. Brazier has an extensive
record of public service, including a
six year stint as the state's Consumer
Counsel before the Public Service Com
mission. Weber, a "country lawyer" with
a number of corporate clients, has been
rated as most qualified by 69 percent
of the Montana Bar Association members
polled.
In Department 1 of the State Dis
trict Court we strongly support the re
tention of James Wheelis as judge.
Wheelis has demonstrated a commitment
to even-handed justice and an ability
to make unpopular decisions. His legal
qualifications are unquestioned. Don
Matthews, a self-described conservative,
ran unsuccessfully for County Attorney
in 1978. His belligerent campaign tac
tics and his support for mandatory min
imum sentences are misquided.
Our last set of candidate endorse
ments are in many ways the most impor
tant. The next Missoula County Commis(Continued on page 13 )
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Initiative 84 — Ban Radioactive Wastes
by Mike Kadas, Student Action Center
The central issue that has arisen
in the campaigns for and against Initi
ative 84 is that the language in the
proposed law defines uranium mill tail
ings as radioactive wastes. Opponents
claim this will effectively ban uran
ium mining in Montana because the
mined ore, or at least the tailings
after milling, would have to be ship
ped out of Montana, thus adding great
expense to the mining and milling op
eration and depriving Montanans of jobs.
1-84 would not ban mining; it
would certainly make uranium mining
more expensive, but that is a market
condition, not a ban. If uranium is
worth enough, it will be mined. 1-84
would also make those who do mine ura
nium in Montana responsible to the
legitimate concerns of a state based
on an agricultural economy.
Uranium mining companies have
left a cancerous legacy behind in their
lust for profit and lack of concern
for local citizens. Huge tailings
piles over 10 stories high, with 85
percent of their original radioactiv
ity, are scattered throughout the
Southwest, the Black Hills of South
Dakota and northeastern Washington.

blown in the wind and eroded by water.
Attempts to cover the piles with top
soil have failed because nothing will
grow in the irradiated environment and
the soil quickly blows away.
In Grand Junction, Colo., 3j3OO
buildings were built on or out of such
tailings, constantly exposing residents
to levels of radiation several times
the federal limits. In the basement of
a house in the Black Hills, the radia
tion levels were over 40 times the fed
eral residence standards.
In New Mexico, aquifers have been
polluted and then pumped dry so the
mines could go deeper without being
flooded. In the arid Southwest more

Uranium mining companies
have left a cancerous legacy
behind in their lust for profit
and lack of concern for local
citizens.
water is wasted due to uranium mining
than is used for residential water
supplies.
The EPA checked six Water supplies
near New Mexico uranium mines. Alpha
radiation was 200 times and radium
levels were eight times the federal

standards. Some of the drinking water
did not even meet the standards for
waste water to be discharged into
streams from mines.
A new mining method, in situ or
solution mining, has also polluted
aquifers and caused the lowering of
water tables in Wyoming. The method
involves drilling a number of wells, *
and injecting a solution such as nitric
acid into the wells to dissolve the
uranium in the strata below. The solu
tion and dissolved uranium is then
(Continued on page 11)

Communities Fight Uranium Mining
by Mike Kadas, Student Action Center

The main hazard in the piles is
Radon, an inert gas. The gas breaks
down into Radon daughters, one of
which is Lead 210.
Lead 210 has a
half life of 19.4 years. If the Radon
or any of the Radon daughters are in
haled they will break down to Lead 210
which will bombard the cell structure
of the lung with beta and gamma radi
ation for the rest of that individual's
life.
The beta particles tear away at
the DNA or "blueprint" of the cell
until it becomes damaged (but not dead)
and begins to reproduce in an unregu
lated manner. This is cancer.
Of 100 uranium miners who worked
in a poorly ventilated New Mexico mine
in the 1960s, 25 have died and another
45 are dying of radiation—induced can
cers ,
. . .
The ventilation problems of the
earlier mines h’ave been largely clear
ed up, but the greater problems of
tailings piles and ground-water pollu
tion have only grown worse. Women liv
ing near tailings piles suffer miscar
riage-rates five times the national
average. The sandy tailings are easily

Several areas have ciready taken
steps to protect themselves from the
uranium mining industry. In March 1979,
British Columbia placed a seven-year
moratorium on uranium mining. This was
largely due to the actions of a small
town in southeastern British Columbia,
Genelle.
In the spring of 1978, the China
Creek Mining Consortium started blast
ing the mountains upstream from Genelle
in search of uranium. This muddied the
water and caused the townspeople to
look into the situation. With a little
research they found that the mining
corporation was not even following the
very lax Canadian regulations.
Also, the Canadian authorities
were not very interested in.enforcing
the regulations. Provincial Minister
of Mines James Chabot called the grow
ing Genelle concern a "socialist plot."
After fruitless bickering with
the mining consortium and the govern
ment the citizens decided stronger
measures would have to be taken;.
A five-foot wooden barricade was
put up across the road to prevent a
drill from going up the mountain. Lat
er, after a company lawyer tore down
the barricade, Genelle citizens estab
lished a human wall across the road.
The police were called and, after five
hours of discussion, three men were
arrested and charged with "intimidating
a tractor",.

A month later — after the core
samples were "mysteriously" dropped down
the deeply drilled holes —- the consor
tium packed its bags and left-.- ,
"It may have started with the water
issue," said Sally McKenzie Of the Gen
elle resistance, "but people are now begining to see it as a whole nuclear
question of provincial, national, and
planetary implications."
The grass-roots anti-nuclear cam
paign has been steadily growing in Brit
ish Columbia. In December 1977', more
than 700 people attended an eight—hour
meeting on uranium mining. A woman in
Grand Forks, not far from Genelle, chased
uranium explorers off her land with a
shotgun and in March of 1979 the pro
vincial government placed the seven-year
moratorium on uranium mining.
For the last five years, Australian
labor unions have resisted corporate and
government plans for uranium mining. The
government has reacted by making it a
crime to demonstrate against certain uraniurn mines.
In March 1979, 34 Vermont communit
ies voted during their annual Town Meet
ings to ban uranium mining. A month lat
er the Vermont Legislature passed a law
requiring any proposed uranium mine to
obtain approval from the Legislature and
Governor.
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Nuclear Lab Pollutes Idaho’s Snake River
by Mike Kadas, Student Action Center
On September 13 the Coalition for
a Clean Aquifer held a rally protesting
the injection of radioactive wastes in
to Idaho's Snake River Aquifer. The
rally took place on the 894-square-mile
Idaho Nuclear Engineering Laboratory
(INEL) at the site of the Nation's first
breeder reactor. The reactor, EBR I,
suffered an accidental meltdown in 1955.
Approximately 100 people from
citizens groups in Ketchum, Boise, Mos
cow, Pocatello, Gooding, Seattle and
Missoula attended the rain-soaked event
to listen to Sam Day, editor of The
Progressive magazine, and other speakers.
In INEL's short history there have
been nine meltdowns, five of them plan
ned (to study what happens during a
reactor meltdown) and four accidental.
INEL receives 24 percent of U.S.
military wastes and 95 percent of the
wastes from the Rocky Flats Plutonium
'Page 10 continued)

Uranium Mining
pumped to the surface via deeper wells.
Two major problems have arisen:
--The solution and dissolved ura
nium are not always caught by the re
turn well arid escape to pollute the
aquifer.
--Because of the large number of
wells required, water drops from a
higher water table to a lower one, dry
ing up the existing wells of local
’ ranchers.
%
The history of uranium mining is
one of outrageous corporate neglect
’ for both workers ancr the land. Seventy
percent of the jnineable uranium reserv
es in the United States are controlled
by nine oil companies, among them ARCO,
Kerr-McGee, Conoco, Standard Oil, Mobil,
and Exxon.
The anti 1-84 group is called
Montanans for Jobs and Mining. (Notice
the similarity to the group that fought
1-80 in 1978, Montanans for Jobs and
Energy.) It is led by Bill Hand and
its steering committee includes Lloyd
Crippen, a lobbyist for ARCO; Hank Reed,
Burlington Northern; and Duane Reber,
president of the Montana Mining Assoc.
Montanans‘for Jobs and Mining
claimed that the groups supporting 1-84
were funded by out-of-state interests.
Yet, the State Commissioner of Campaign
Practices and Finances reported that
as of Oct. 15 Montanans for Jobs and
Mining had 'raised $106,500 and Radio
active Waste Limited, the pro 1-84
group, had raised the astounding amount
of $707. Numbers like this make one
wonder just exactly who is being funded
by out-of-state interests.
Presently, since there are no
uranium mines in Montana, no jobs would
be lost. The corporations that mine
uranium have long ago shown their col
ors: they are interested in neither
jobs nor the long-term use of the land,
but are interested only in profits.
The recent closing of the Anaconda
smelter reinforces the fact that major
oil and energy corporations do not give
a damn about the land or people of Mon
tana. This is our opportunity to avert
another polluting corporate disaster.
Vote for 1-84 on November 4.

Trigger Factory in Colorado. Promises
by the two major presidential candidates
to increase America's production of
nuclear Warheads guarantees an increase
in the amount of radioactive wastes
transported to and. stored at INEL.
Other possibilities on tap for the
site are the construction of America's
first commercial-sized breeder reactor
and a major nuclear park.
The future looks dim’. America's
first Slagging Pyrolysis Incinerator is
scheduled to be operational at INEL by
1990. This incinerator is designed to
burn radioactive wastes created on and
off site. This will increase the chanc
es of INEL becoming a National Reposi
tory for radioactive wastes.
There are four primary contractors
at INEL: EG&G Idaho, Iric.; Exxon Nuclear Idaho, Inc.; Argonne Nationa Laboratory; and Westinghouse Electric Corpor—
ation.
INEL employs 9000 people, making
it the largest employer in Idaho except
for the State government. Most of
those workers live 29 miles away in
Idaho Falls. With so many workers em
ployed by the nuclear industry, Idaho
Falls is obviously a pro—nuke community;
for that matter, most of the largely
conservative Morman State is pro-nuke.
This year the Chamber of Commerce
gave'a dinner for 105 members of the
state legislature and then showed the
film "Land Where The Lost River Flows,"
a picturesque portrayal of INEL's abil
ity to blend in with the natural envi
ronment.
Ironically, the’ Lost River itself
is a central part of the controversy
over INEL. Only a mile and a half from
the nuclear facility the Lost River dis
appears into the ground. It undoubtedly
flows into the Snake River, but no one
knows quite how or where.
Below INEL lies the world's largest
fresh-water aquifer, and the nature of
its flow is also unknown. However, for
decades farmers have been pumping water
out of the aquifer to irrigate the dry
but fertile soil above.
At INEL, two injection wells pump
low-level liquid radioactive wastes
into the aquifer. One well pumps the
wastes 110 feet into the ground, 345
feet above the aquifer. The other,
from the Chemical Reprocessing Plant,
pumps the wastes to the 600-foot level,
150 feet below the aquifer.
This waste disposal system
threatens not only the farmland of
central Idaho, but water supplies for
the entire Northwest.
The Chemical Reprocessing Plant is
probably the dirtiest facility at INEL.
On Oct. 17, 1978, 8,760 curies of ra
diation were released into the atmos-’
phere after a processing column reached
critical mass. The operator was 60
feet from the control room watching
the World Series.
Another problem with the general
geographic area is that it is a Seismic
Zone III, the same earthquake risk as
San Francisco. The epicenter where the
Yellowstone Earthquake of 1959 origin
ated is only 100 miles to the northeast.
The site is located in a shallow
valley, which flooded in 1962 and 1969.

From The Pro^rtsdve

The water deposited in the area by the
flooding greatly increases the under
ground leaching of buried radioactive
materials.
And, INEL borders .the Basin and
Range Mountain Volcanic System. The
U.S. Geologic Survey reports that the
area will experience volcanism approx
imately every 3,000 years. The wastes
stored will be dangerous for over
100,000 years!
Airborne wastes are also a major
problem. Through INEL's 20 stacks
the site has released over 13 million
curies of radiation (by INEL's own ad
mission) into the atmosphere. This is
more than has been pumped into the
ground below.

On Oct. 17, 1978, 8,760
curies of radiation were
released into the atmosphere
after a processing column
reached critical mass. The
operator was 60 feet from
the control room watching
the World Series.
Though vastly outnumbered, Idaho
anti-nuclear groups are well organized
and growing, The Snake River Alliance
in Boise and Nuclear Counter Balance
in Pocatello concentrate largely on
INEL. The Groundwater Alliance in
Ketchum is sponsoring a Nuclear Free
Zone Initiative, similar to Missoula's,
for the November election.
Idahoans for Safe Energy in Mos
cow is more concerned with the Hanford
Nuclear Reservation in Washington, as
is the Pinecone Alliance in Couer d'
Alehe, which is also doing work on
halting the transportation of radio
active materials. For more information
about these groups or INEL please con
tact the Student Action Center.
____
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CIA Pays Pfeiffer $1,000 for Mail Violation
by Terry Rucker
"As you know, one or more items
of mail addressed to or by you were in
tercepted by the CIA as part of a mail
opening program (code-named HTLINGUAL)
which was conducted from 1953 to 1973...
Your claim has been reviewed by this of
fice and we are prepared to make you an
offer of $1,000 in full settlement of
that claim...."
Very truly yours,
Alice Daniel
Assistant Attorney General
Department of Justice

University of Montana Zoology
Professor E.W. Pfeiffer has been offered
$1,000 by the Department of Justice
after he learned through a Freedom of
Information suit that the Central Intel
ligence Agency illegally opened his mail.
"I feel I have proven my govern*
ment acted in a reprehensible manner
against me and the dollar amount is
really not important," Pfeiffer said.
He originally filed a claim for $50,000,
but $lQ00 is the standard amount paid
in most cases of CIA mail-opening.
In response to several Freedom of
Information requests, the CIA, FBI, Army
Intelligence and State Department have
all sent Pfeiffer stacks upon stacks of
documents that reveal continuous surveilance of Pfeiffer's outspoken views,
stretching all the way from his days as
a politically active graduate student
at the University of Oregon in 1949,
to his heated attacks on U.S. war policy
in Vietnam and Cambodia in the early
1970s.
Pfeiffer said in a recent interview
he would use the U.S. Government's own
money to educate people to oppose U.S.
nuclear policies. He laughed at the
irony of using money the government
paid in compensation for its illegal
surveillance to resist what Pfeiffer
considers another illegal government
policy — the massive escalation of the
nuclear-arms race.
Pfeiffer plans to use $900 to fund
an anti-nuclear education week in Mis
soula in late January. The remaining
$100 will go to Attorney Robert Campbell
who represented Pfeiffer in his claim
against the CIA.
"I don't intend to use the money
for myself," Pfeiffer said. "The money
-comes from my fellow taxpayers and I

hope to use it for something construc
tive."
The government probably chose to
keep him under such close surveillance,
Pfeiffer said, because he's a "hard-line
leftist" who has marched in many anti—.- war demonstrations and expressed outrage
at U.S. defoliation of Vietnam and Cam
bodia with herbicides.
"It's pretty clear from what you
see that I've been fighting the estab
lishment," he said, as he studied the
piles of government papers scattered
a foot thick over his desk.
"We're already at 1984 and a little
beyond, I think," Pfeiffer said, refer
ring to George Orwell's novel about
ever-present surveillance.
The stacks of documents sent to
Pfeiffer are only the tip of the sur
veillance iceberg; chillingly enough,
most of the documents the government
kept on him are still submerged in gov
ernment computers.
In response to a request Pfeiffer
filed in June 1975 under the Tort Claims
Act, the CIA sent him a handful of sur
veillance documents, but 74 additional
documents detailing Pfeiffer's "anti-war
activities abroad" were protected by
exemptions in the Freedom of Information
Act.
After Pfeiffer filed an appeal,
the CIA sent 21 of the withheld documents,
but refused to send the rest because they
"contain information concerning intel
ligence sources and methods which
the Director of the CIA has the respon
sibility to protect from unauthorized
disclosure."

The government seems to have gone
overboard to protect "intelligence
sources." One of the documents sent to
Pfeiffer was a March 18, 1968, Montana
Kaimin editorial — hardly a top-secret
document, yet every word of the editorial
and even the editor's name was deleted!

Using counter-intelligence sources
(the Kaimin
s
*
newspaper library), it
turns out that the editorial was written
by former Kaimin Editor Ben Hansen and
discussed a letter sent to Pfeiffer by
Dr. Alje Vennema of Canada who charged
the U.S. with using deadly chemical
warfare gases in Vietnam which had crippled and killed Vietnamese children.

Pfeiffer merely speculated about
the identity of the deadly gas and called
for a team of independent scientists to
go to Vietnam and investigate the incin
dent — hardly a subversive statement
requiring CIA surveillance.
The rest of the 21 released docu
ments are similarly censored; Pfeiffer
chuckled as he shuffled through page
after page of documents totally blanked
out by anonymous government censors.
"Can you imagine sending all this
crap in answer to a Freedom of Informa
tion request?" he asked. "The Freedom
of Information Act is a joke and the
documents they send are worthless be
cause of the gaps and deletions."
The released documents include
mewspaper articles about Pfeiffer,
copies of Pfeiffer's speeches and CIA
memos. Nowhere in any of the documents
is it suggested that Pfeiffer did any
thing illegal.

“I feel I have proved my
government acted in a
reprehensible manner against
me.”
—Bert Pfeiffer
The letter intercepted by the CIA
is especially innocuous, being a chatty
two-page letter to Pfeiffer by former
UM Zoology Professor Robert Hoffman, who
had gone to Russia in the early 1960s to
do zoological research as part of the
National Academy of Science exchange
program.
The letter is hardly the stuff
which spy novels are made of, consisting
mainly of descriptions of Hoffman's wife
and two children and life in Leningrad.
The closest Hoffman came to revealing
"state secrets" is the following excerpt:
"I'm keeping busy here in the Ins
titute working on marmots....I got the
latest issue of 'Ecology' today and there's
a note in it you Should look at — 'A
comparison of water balance of the prairie
and meadow voles.'"
Other documents released to Pfeiffer
by the CIA or FBI include:
* A Jan. 24, 1955, CIA memo noting
that Pfeiffer attended three meetings
of the East Bay Committee of Californians
for the Bill of Rigjits.
* A 1949 FBI memo about Pfeiffer's
participation in Henry Wallace's Progres
sive Party as a graduate student at the
University of Oregon. (Wallace previously
had been vice-president under Franklin
D. Roosevelt.)
* An August 8, 1971,Missoulian
article about the use of acupuncture in
North Vietnam, which Pfeiffer had toured
with Harvard Professor Arthur Westing.
* Numerous CIA memos describing
Pfeiffer's anti-war activism in Sweden,
Cambodia, and North and South Vietnam.
* An article from the UM Alumni
Association publication, "Profiles,"
quoting Pfeiffer on the dangers of the
U.S. military, imperialism and chemical
warfare in Vietnam.
* Correspondence between Pfeiffer
and Sen. Frank Church (D-Ida.) about
Air America's involvement in herbicidal
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Pfeiffer’s Surveillance
defoliation in Southeast Asia.
Some of the CIA memos provide
intriguing insights into the government's
attitude toward anti-war dissidents.
The U.S. Embassy in Saigon, South
Vietnam, sent a memo to the CIA describ
ing a visit by Pfeiffer and- Professor
Heating:
"Pfeiffer has an axe to grind on
Cambodia and is the more vitriolic of
the two.... He monopolized the first 45
minutes of conversation with a diatribe
charging the U.S. with willfully viola
ting Cambodian neutrality as typified by
the herbicide-spraying incident in 1969."
The CIA commented on the embassy
memo: "Judging from the tenor of the
memo, Professors Pfeiffer and Westing
are up-tight about the ecological ques
tion and the effects of the war in Viet
nam. . •.
••
informs us that he spoke
with Mr. Pfeiffer and found him to be
an academically oriented dove."

“77ie Freedom of
Information Act is a joke.
The documents they send us
are worthless because of the
gaps and censorship,”
—Bert Pfeiffer

Pfeiffer said he harbors no bitter
ness toward the CIA, but is amazed at
its "naiwer-te?"
"I don't know what they thought,
these dudes. But I wasn't going to spy
for any other country. I'm a very loyal
American. I don't want to live in any
other country.
"But I do resent when my fellow
Americans in the CIA don't talk directly
to me. I resent this undercover stuff.
In the first place, it costs a lot. All
they had to do was come to me and I would
have told them all about my trips to
Hanoi. They didn't have to go through
all this bullshit.. They didn't have to
spend all this money spying on me."
The CIA had a big file on Westing,
Pfeiffer said,and after the two returned
from Cambodia, the CIA told Westing they
would pay his way to foreign scientific
conferences if he would work for them
and be an informer. Westing refused the
offer.
....
The CIA never approached Pfefifter
-because he was a well-known anti-war
activist and leftist. "They never asked
me," he said. "I would have told them
to shove it up -their ass'.

CIA FUNDS ANTI-NUCLEAR
ACTIVISM
by Terry Rucker

Pfeiffer recently affirmed that he
was more thag just a little "up-tight
about the spraying of Agent Orange and
about U.S. war policy, but he often
wonders about the identity of Mr.
>
the CIA's paid informer.
"The main thing that gets me is
they spent all this money on paid infor-,
wants when I never did anything I wouldn't
have told them about," he said.
"If you're involved in political
and social movements, you should always
be absolutely open. Tell your enemies
what you’re going to do and tell your
friends what you're going to do."

Vote

(Page 9 continued)

sioners will be in an excellent position
to dramatically improve the strained
relations between city and cqunty gov
ernments.
In our opinion Democrats Bob Palmer
and Germaine Conrad would better fulfill
those responsibilities than would their
Republican opponents, Alfred Hutcheson
and Reed.Marbut.
Palmer also advocates use of the
coal tax for economic development in
each of Montana's counties. He promises
to work hard to attract non-polluting,
labor-intensive industry to the Missoula
Valley. His party record of commitment
to a clean environment and adequate fund
ing for needed social services strongly
recofrmend him for the job.
Hutcheson, a truck driver with no
previus political experience, feels that
the regulation of industry is the major
roadblock to economic development. He
opposes city-county consolidation and
advocates more zoning flexibility to attrack new businesses.
Conrad, a teacher and part-time
radio announcer, was a founding member

The Missoula anti-nuclear week
will be funded by the Department of
Justice's check. The week will raise
public awareness about the dangers
inherent in America's production of
a new generation of first-strike nuclear
warheads.
A prime focus of the week will be
the 200 Minuteman'missiles scattered in
underground silos across central Montana.
Recent press accounts claj.m the new firststrike MX missiles may be stationed in
Montana missile silosT

of the Westside Neighborhood Association.
A supporter of "home rule" authority and
future consolidation, Conrad has emphas
ized the importance of preserving prime
agricultural land and clean water sup
plies. She has also pledged to seek out
"new businesses in the high-tech area.
Marbut, a former land developer
and an unsuccessful candidate for the
Commission in 1976, supports a "pro-businesstpolitical climate" to attrack in
dustries to Missoula. He has said that
the preservation of farm land in Missoula
County is not a major priority. He does
not favor any change in the structure
of county government at this time. He
does agree with Conrad that county zon
ing laws are inadequate and that a tax
increase is unnecessary at this time.
In our opinion, a vote for Palmer
and Conrad will be a vote for more open
county government and for a greater sen
sitivity to the needs of a diverse com
munity of people.
For the Urban Transportation Dis-tract, a qualified write-in candidate
*
Candace Crosby deserves your support in
addition to Marvin Enderlin, who is run
ning unopposed. You can write in Candace
Crosby’s name with an X in front of it

Pfeiffer explained the anti-nuclear
activities will occur prior to the Feb
ruary 3 trial of the Rev. John Lemnitzer
and Terry Messman Rucker for committing
civil disobedience last Easter at Malmr
strom Air Force Base in Great Falls.
Although 37 civil disobedients
.trespassed across the white line at Malm—
strom once and received barring letters
and 23 people trespassed a second time
and were arrested, Lemnitzer and Messman—
Rucker are the only two being singled
out for prosecution because the federal
attorney doesn't want
the
*
trial to turn
into a "circus."
Pfeiffer expressed delight at the
irony of defending dissidents who broke
the law to resist U.S. nuclear policies
with money the CIA owes him for illegally
spying on his own anti-war activities.

on the paper ballot that is provided
for this purpose.
Of the six ballot measures which
Missoula voters will be asked to consid
er, none should be more familiar than
the Conservation Bond which will be mak
ing its third appearance in eighteen
months. Because a 40 percent turnout is
necessary for approval the issue has not
yet become Taw. Designed to protect open
spaces in Missoula from unwanted develop
ment, the bond issue would raise $500,000
to buy development rights at such places
at Mt. Sentinal, Mt. Jumbo and the Clark
Fork River corridor.
In 1979, the bond
received a 71 percent favorable vote.

Conservation Bond
Initiative 84 would forbid the dis
posal of most radioactive wastes in the
state. Despite protestations from its
opponents, the proposed law will not
outlaw uranium mining.
It will estab
lish safeguards to protect Montana's
water and soil from radioactive contam
ination.
(Continuedonpage 19)
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South Africa Represses Pink Floyd’s ‘The Wall’ | Mothers and Children
Derail BN’s Herbicides
by Norman Solomon, Viewpoint Syndicate

If it were a book instead of a
record album, Pink Floyd’s "The Wall"
would have been analyzed half to death
by now, in painstaking reviews by
treand-certifying mass media intellec
tuals and commentators. In less than
a year, "The Wall" has gone "double
platinum" — music industry lingo for
more than six million album copies
sold in the United States — and a
single from the LP has gotten inten
sive radio airplay all aver the country.
"The Wall" is a radical album.
Which is why the white minority govern
ment of South Africa banned it within
that nation's border; anyone caught
possessing a record or tape of "The
Wall" goes directly to jail, according
to an edict from the jumpy racists who
hold sway in Johannesburg.

Anyone caught possessing a
record or tape of “The
Wall” goes directly to jail,
according to an edict from
the jumpy racists who hold
sway in Johannesburg.
South African authorities:noticed
that when their police were battling
Indian and mulatto students in street
clashes over apartheid policies, the
rebellious youngsters were chanting
lyrics from Pink Floyd’s latest album:
"We don
*
t need no education.
We don’t need no thought control."
When the band and a chorus of

vibrant children sing those lines
something in the internalized power
structure of Westernized authority
trembles.
Columbia Records considers dom
estic attempts to censor the album
"basically a joke," remarks a company
spokesperson, adding: "How many times
has there been a song about how people
didn't like school?"
(
South Africa'8 fascists aren t
the only authority figures deeply
offended by Pink Floyd's latent. In
southern New Jersey, school PTA offi
cials unsuccessfully tried to banish
"The Wall" — offending passages and
all — out of the community's airwaves
and record stacks. The album has set
off similar controversy throughout
the United States.
"Most of the people who're
complaining about it have only heard
the one song, not the rest of the
album," says a spokesperson for Columbia
Records.
The song titled "Another Brick
in the Wall (Part II)" has drawn most
of the album's flack:
"We don't need no education
We don't need no thought control
No dark sarcasm in the classroom
Teacher, leave them kids alone
Hey teacher — leave them kids
alone
All in all you're just another
brick in the wall
Ay. in all you're just another
brick in the wall."
It's true that even before a
Chuck Berry tune commented that "the
teacher don^t know how mean she looks,
rock 'n' rollers were putting down
institutions of compulsory education.
But the newest Pink Floyd artistic
effort goes for the jugular of soph
isticated modern authority mechanisms,
and that's what has repression enth
usiasts from Johannesburg to New
Jersey concerned.
"The Wall", in its entirety, acu
tely chronicles human situations from
birth through the twisting processes
that pass for education and maturation
in current industrialized civilization.
It brings to mind psychiatric critic
David Coopers's observation that, in
reality, "bringing up" a child is much
like bringing down a person.
Looking back on the relics of
childhood that assumed such rigidifying,
authoritatian importance — and that
still brandish such heavy internal
emotional clout in people of all ages
— understanding what went wrong
is crucial to tearing down the barriers
that divide us from our own feelings,
and from each other.

Last July, 20 mothers and children
of the Cascade Mountain town Index,
Wash., derailed the Burlington North
ern's plans to spray herbicides along
the railroad right-of-way. When the
mothers and children sat on the tracks,
BN was forced not to spray the 12-mile
stretch from Barring to Gold Bar in the
Skynomish River ’'alley.
Earlier in the summer BN had stat
ed they would not spray the area near
Index. But only a few weeks later lo
cal employees tipped off residents to
the scheduled spraying.
.
One of the mothers, Jeanette Nor
man, noted "the tracks run right next
to the school yard." The Herbicide
spray drifts from 20 to 100 feet depend
ing on the weather and "when it's hot,
the spray rises and travels even farth
er," Norman said.
The herbicide in question, AMDOW
101, contains the controversial com
pound 2,4-D. BN crew chief Hugh Car
rier maintains that the herbicide is
harmless. "I've taken baths in it,
he said. "I've gotten down in the tank
filled with the stuff to repair shafts
and things like that".
Liue Meehan, one of the civil dis—*
obedients, said she didn't know whether
AMDOW 101 was harmful, but her three
children were mysteriously sidk the day
after the last spraying.
"I live right behind the tracks,
and that’s where my kids play," she
said. "There are blackberries and
wild strawberries and apple trees back
there, and the kids eat them when they
get hungry."
Because of the civil disobedience,
BN has promised to notify the group o-f
any future spray plans. Also due to
pressure from the group, Bonneville
Power and Light will not spray its
nearby lC^-mile-transmission-line cor
ridor, but instead will manually cut
the brush.
The group will be keeping a close
eye on the Forest Service and their
plans to spray a clearcut 13fc miles
from Index. Ms. Norman noted that other
communities to the east have called up
wondering what will happen next year..
Jeanette replies, "We'll do it again if
they try to spray."
Last February, six women living in
Montana's Swan Valley filed a lawsuit
against Dow Chemical Co., the manufac
turer of the herbicides 2,4-D and
2,4,5-T and the agencies responsible for
spraying the herbicides in the forest
lands near Condon.
’ The women suffered miscarriages
after the land was sprayed.
This September, Shirley and Rhonda
Brantley of Peevy's Crossing, Okla.,
filed a $26.6 million suit against Dow
after they underwent miscarriages or
premature deliveries when 2,4—D and
2,4,5-T were sprayed near their homes.
As these suits wind their torturous
way through courts where corporate At
torneys are prepared to spend unlimited
sums to continue to poison our children
and timber lands, the civil disobedience
conducted by Washington mothers and
children against herbicide sprayers pro
vides a mote^ j.mmediatA,^ojJ^zJ:>^ J^aJye<.
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U.S. Supports Junta’s War Against El Salvador’s People
by Larry Boyd, Viewpoint Syndicate

Copyright (c) 1980, The Viewpoint Syndicate
MANAGUA, Nicaragua — Campus riots
"The present junta would not be
and burning draft cardo: it’s going to
in power without U.S
*
support," Pinto
happen again if we don't wake up
*
The
continued, "The agricultural reform
reports from the U.S. State Departmeht
and the nationalization of the banks
sound the same as those that told about
has served only to care for the money
Vietnam before the United States
of the rich and to shoot the peasants."
marched into the swamp and sank.
Pinto has harsh words for the
The place is Central America, and
United States and they might sound
the country is El Salvador — where a
hard to believe since they are such
civilian military junta is fronting for
a contrast to what we have been reading.
some of the most vicious killers in
But we had better listen. Centuries
the Western Hemisphere.
of injustice are becoming intolerable
The Human Rights Commission of
for people here.
El Balvador reports that more than
5,000 people have been killed this year
by the military or their plainclothes
death squads. This doesn't include
hundreds of soldiers and guerillas
killed In clashes or the thousands
kidnapped and never seen again. De
capitated corpses of community organ
isers or labor leaders are discovered
daily in the streets. Mercenaries from
the United States, Europe, and South
Vietnam are reportedly fighting along
side the Salvadoran armed forces.
A threa-day general strike against
the government In August half succeeded
of half failed depending on your point
of view. The U.S. Ambassador, Robert
white, and Salvadoran assistant Foreign
Minister Alejandro Gomez flew to Wash
ington afterwards
*
High officials there
announced that the situation has entered
a "hew phase" and that now a leftist
Nearly all center and left poli
Victory "is not inevitable" in El
tical parties, trade unions and pro
*
Salvador
U.S. military advisors are
fessional organizations have joined
already there, a hefty military and
the Revolutionary Democratic Front
economic aid package is in the works,
(FDR). Like our ancestors, against
and our government assures us that
the British Redcoats, they see the
that is all it will take to bring peace
only way to free themselves is to
and tranquility to that small country
fight.
of five million.
•The Christian-Democratic Party
which the United States supports has
disintegrated. Part has joined the
The end to the violence in El
FDR,, many of the leaders including
former members of the junta have fled
Salvador will come only
the country, and a few politicians
when the military is
remain with the government.
Jon Clossman, of the U.S. State
defeated.... TAte is a struggle
Department, told me last spring that
he thinks the killings ate done by
of a people against an army
“uneducated soldiers.“ With more
that has been killing them for
education provided by the U.S. they
will stop, he said. This position has
47 years.
little support among the Salvadorans.
Recently, Jorge Pinto, publisher
I of the San Salvador daily "El IndeI piendientewas in Managua and talked
I to reporters. Pinto is from a wealth
I publishing family; his grandfather
| founded the newspaper "20th Century"
I in 1885. In the past year his offices
have been bombed and his home machineI gunned. Walking with a cane, wearing
| a dark business suit, and speaking in
I a quavering voice, he described the
tragedy of hie nation.
"The political solution and end
to the violence in El Salvador will
come only when the military is defeated,
t it is too late for reforms. This is
I hot a struggle of the left against
| the right but a struggle of a people
against an army that has been killing
i them for 47 years," since the last
I civilian government.

The two percent of the population
that own 70 percent of the land fear
that any reform will threaten their
*
power
U.S. ambassador Robert White
exhorts them to make reforms. They
sneer and boo him. Why change, they
say. We grew rich under the old ways.
Jorge Pinto says some of the
military supports the insurgents and
will switch sides. "The Democratic
Revolutionary Front, to which I don't
belong, has forces without which they
cannot govern."

If all this-sounds confusing, it
is. Not many people understand what
happened in Vietnam, either, but it
cost 100,000 American and over 1,000,*
000 Asian lives
tn Africa, this year a bitter
war ended in Zimbawe (Rhodesia) when
the government and the revolutionaries
sat down at the bargining table. A
cease fire and fair elections have
brought a new peace to that country.
Could this happen in El Salvador? Not
as long as the United States continues
unqualified support for the junta and
ignores the FDR.
Pinto thinks the U.S. should
pack up arid go home; he doesn't like
what is going on in his country and
wants it to stop. Asked if he fears
for his life, he answered: “All
Salvadorans fear for their lives.“

Panhandling Ordinance Reveals Fear of the Poor
by Mark Anderiik
City Council Ordinance # 2164,
enacted Sept. 8, 1980:
. the City deems it necessary
to protect the rights of the citizens
to move openly and freely on the City
streets, sidewalks and other public
places without fear of being accosted
by panhandlers.
"No person shall obstruct or hin
der passage on any street, sidewalk or
other public place within the City
limits by loitering in or about thesame while begging food, money or cloth
ing."
.
You’ve seen them. They may have
asked you for 31C or 67<? for a cup of
coffee, a bite to eat. They are often
dirty and have raggedy clothes. Old
and young, women and men, they reside
where they can on the streets of
Missoula. Bums they are called:
vagrants, vagabonds, tramps. Some of
them deserve such descriptions, many
do not.

People approaching us on
the street for money is a
more immediate, personal
threat than the nuclear terror
that surrounds us every day.
Bobby is one known by many in
town. He is somewhere in his thir
ties, but he doesn’t look that young.
His long, matted hair and shaggy
beard make him look like a wild—man.
His eyes are kind, but foggy. He
talks about flying saucers, talking
dogs and anything else under the sun.
Sometimes you can’t make any sense of
him. However crazy he may or may not
be you can trust him. Bobby won't
steal from you or purposely cause
you harm. And the hard life on the
streets show in the worn wrinkles in
his face.
Like the others, he eats regularly
at the Poverello Center. Trash-picked
food (much of it good except for
aesthetic flaws) and charity round
out the diet. Bed is maybe under a
bridge or in a park. When cold wea
ther comes people pack it down south.
Jobs, when they are possible to find,
usually pay poorly and don't last too
long. Many are just traveling through
from job possibility to job possibil
ity. These people don't fit into
what we call the "normal mold." Street
people are the powerless in a society
that equates money with power.
So it is curious that we "normal"
people feel upwellings of fear and
revulsion when we meet them on their
street. Some of them do threaten,
cajole and use violence. No less
could be said of other "classes" of
people: our military leaders for
instance. But why do we trust the
generals more than the street people?
Why aren't we more afraid of the
military? After all, they have at
their disposal technology unmatched
in history for its murderous power.
Yet we pass an ordinance that prohibits
anyone from approaching anyone else
to panhandle.________________________

The Missoula City Council cited
at the August 23 council meeting, the
"great public outcry" as the motiva
tion behind the ordinance. Alderper
son Ken Lousen reported the experience
of a downtown restaurant owner who
encountered "somebody nearly accosted
■her and requesting money to the point
where this women felt almost physi
cally threatened."
Lousen continued, "Thefe are
instances where people have probably
been, in a sense, terrorized by people
rushing up to them on the street
asking for money and other solicita
tion. . . . We're not going to run
into jail everybody in town that
doesn’t have a job or everybody who
is in town who is simply on the street.
But we're trying to get people to
knock off this step of hassling people
on the streets so they don't have to
be confronted with it." Other council
members expressed their fears for the
elderly residents of the Clark Fork
Manor, for the viability of downtown
business, and for the reputation of
Missoula as a "soft touch."
This ordinance is aimed at the
street people. It bans all kinds of
individual begging, no matter how
justified. There is an exception and
that is for the relatively powerful,
"valid" (Alderperson Lousen) charities
and religions. Otherwise it puts an
additional burden upon those in tough
enough straits. Most of the time
begging is not threatening and if you
don't want to deal.with it, you just
say no. Usually they will understand
and leave.

The true motivation behind this
law may be the fear of Missoula s
middle-class citizens of being poor.
Our lives are mainly spent working for
money; our society operates around the
dollar. We describe weekends as "our
time off" (from work) and the quality
of life in terms of dollars (GNP, an
nual income). When the money is not
there, a "social death" occurs. A
death made final by those who leaped
out of buildings during the great
stock-market crash.
Death is equated with the loss
of comfort, the loss of security and
the loss of power. So when we fear
street people we fear those who are
socially dead. We fear to identify
with them possibly because we find
the thought of it too unnerving. We
feel that poverty is too hard to cope
with.

On the other hand, we don't
personally .fear the..Pentagon, or the
multinational corporations it
serves. We certainly have had a dif
ficult time enacting any meaningful
ban on the shipment of nuclear wastes.
Fear of confrontation with the powers
that be has constricted us to tenative,
minor acts of resistance. The scope
and gravity of nuclear weapons requires
much more daring action and commitment.
Yet we can and do act decisively
on the relatively minor matter of pan
handling. People approaching you on
the street for money is a more immed
iate, personal threat than the nuclear
terror that surrounds us every day.
Nuclear war is still an abstraction to
most people; it is "unthinkable.
One connection between this ord
inance and nuclear weapons is that of
attitude. Our fear for our particular
selves in the face of what others may
or may not do to us, those threats real
and imagined, is a motivation to selfdefense. Nuclear weapons are for self
defense -- protection of our lifestyle.
Our ordinance is for self-defense
protection from street people. So our
weapons, nukes and laws, help us to be
divided from each other even more.
This ordinance doesn’t begin to resolve
this conflict between rich and poor
just as nuclear weapons don't come
close to acheiving a genuine world
peace.
If life is to have a chance the
cycle of fear must be courageously
resisted. We Should begin with our
personal lives. We should move our
struggle against fear- to the social/
political realm.
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Hunger in Missoula Eased by Poverello Donations
by Patrick Todd, Director of Poverello
Most people in Missoula, who have
heard of Poverello, think of the center
as a big old rooming house downtown that
serves a free daily meal to the poor and
transient. Besides the meals (roughly
23,000 served annually), we give out
approximately 250 food boxes to poor
families each year. Hundreds of boxes
of clothes are distributed by the cloth
es store at minimal charge and are given
free to those who are penniless.
Countless hours of counsel and re
ferral are offered for personal problems
ranging from lack of food, clothes and
shelter, to more severe cases of alcohol
ism, sickness or extreme emotional dis
turbances .
In the past year, Poverello has
opened itself to the possibility of an
addition on the present building to pro
vide space for emergency housing. We
are locked in, at the moment, with bids
higher than we can afford. Still, what
ever happens, we will provide some sort
of emergency housing for transients and
poor families in the near future.

Each year, with the holiday season
approaching, we make a special appeal
to the community to support the center.
Each winter we can't gather enough
blankets, old sleeping bags, men's win
ter coats, hats, gloves, boots, wool
socks and long underwear to meet the de
mand.
If students, teachers and other
university employees go without movies,
snacks or some other simple luxury, even
one time, and donate 50 cents or a dollar
to Poverello, a few hundred dollars can
go a long way toward helping the poor.
This is a reminder that Thanksgiv
ing and Christmas for many is a time of
turkeys, beer, trees lit up, presents,
tinsel, big dinners and hot drinks at
home or on the ski slopes.
There are others who roll up in a
blanket or sleeping bag under a ware
house dock or behind thin walls of a
freezing trailer house. Hopefully, for
it is a time to give something to meet
the needs of those who routinely go
without.

The following is a poem I wrote
for a man who was riding boxcars north
two winters ago. Shortly after Christ
mas he arrived in Missoula to the night
mare of ten below weather. The man
froze his feet, laid in the boxcar
probably to die in his sleep, was found
by a switchman and turned over to the
police.
The police brought him to Poverello
and this little man left a life-long
impression on the people who met him
here.
May God bless all of you
in your efforts to help
in need this holiday season,
Patrick Todd, Director of Poverello
535 Ryman St.
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FORTY LINES FOR
UMBERTO ROCA
by Patrick Todd

At ten below the moon
freezes thin
above the east mountains
Not one sound in thd pine til
the midnight
train steams and thunders in...
giant wheels squealing nightmare tons
of steel and ice
Half way down' the string
a little Mexican slides off
a boxcar and soon
as he hits the snow he feels he can't
feel a thing from the knees down
Bone cold...ravaged with fever
under a warehouse dock...
One week in the hospital and
his feet crack
and bake black as old woman's shoes
What hell matches
the wrong freight north
and a thousand
miles from everything
but a row of blue pills?
In back of the poorhouse center
I open his gunny
sack for whatever we can wash
One world war overcoat...blanket...
balled socks
with a wool shirt snarled around stone
hard bread and crumbled cheese
Only this hairnet
filled with ladies'

elegant evening gloves
seems strange
and the twenty-odd
dimestore rings he asks me to save
Umberto Roca...tough little
hundred pound Mexican with
wild bramble bush
hair and Fu Manchu whiskers...
’/■here are you now
that doctors sent you
south on a jet for new swivel feet?
Are you palming coins on a side street
in Fresno?
Or did some sweet lady take you home
as the stumped and roving
mascot for her
crazy dogs and kids?
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THE ENTERTAINMENT
SOURCE
The David Grisman Quintet John Lee Hooker
Wednesday, Dec. 3rd
8 p.m., U.C. Ballroom

(Seen in the Blues Brothers)

Sunday, Dec. 7
8 p.m., U.C. Ballroom
CHARLES ROSEN
PIANIST
November 25,1980
University Theatre 8 PM

SLOVENIAN
PHILHARMONIC OF
YUGOSLAVIA

November 5 1980
University Theatre 8 PM
Music transcends ideological
barriers; it enables us to share our
humanity in its most glorious
expression. While the Slovenian
Philharmonic exudes a uniquely
Slavic quality, their appeal is
richly universal. Imbedded in
their long tradition are the per
sonalities and brilliance of such
masters as Beethoven, Haydn and
Mozart whose works they were
privileged to premiere two cen
turies ago. Founded in 1701, the
orchestra is one of the oldest
extant and today enjoys acclaim
as southwest Europe's leading
orchestra.

I

Charles Rosen has been hailed
by the London Times as "not just
a pianist, but a musical thinker."
He combines unusual sensitivity
with probing intellectual insight
for interpretations of rare under
standing and beauty. His com
manding performances have awed
audiences at every major concert
hall in the world.

TWILA THARP
DANCE FOUNDATION
November 10,11 1980
University Theatre 8 PM
"A blazing revolutionary in the
establishment's citadel of dance”
(New York Timet Magazine),
Twyla Tharp has been celebrated
as America’s female Balanchine.
With roots firmly planted In
ballet, her brilliant innovations
have revitalized and reshaped the
dance, stretching the limits of
movement. She has created a
dance vocabulary uniquely her
own. For Mikhail Baryshnikov,
•'Seeing her ballets opened a
whole new world of possibilities
for classical ballet steps.”

FFEEHOUSE
JNCERT
November

21
November
7 Jo Ann Dahlkoetter—
guitarist, folk, jazz & original
songs
U.C. Lounge 8 PM

14

Walter Zuber—original
musician formerly w/Father
Earl Heins
U.C. Lounge 8 PM

Floating House Band—
w/special appearance of
Denise Roat horn: grown
tunes & arrangements
U.C. Lounge 8 PM

December 5

12

Tin Cup—local good time
musicians blue grass &
country
U.C. Lounge 8 PM
Middle Earth Trio—jazz trio
U.C. Lounge 8 PM

14 All About Eve
8 p.m. Copper Commons
22 Mr. Blanding Builds His Dream House
Meet John Doe
7 p.m. U.C. Ballroom

December
6 The Point
9 p.m. Copper Commons
7 Barefoot in the Park
9 p.m. U.C. Ballroom

ALL FILMS ARE FREE
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(Page 13 continued)

Initiatives
Initiative 85 requires all profes
sional lobbyists to file financial dis
closure statements of their income and
expenses. Montana is one of only four
states with no provision for financial
disclosure of lobbying activities. Any
technical difficulties with the report
ing or enforcement provisions could be
amended by the Legislature if necessary.
This law is long overdue
*
Initiative 87 has by far attracted
the most opposition of any of the init
iatives — most of it from out-of-state
interests. The initiative would mandate
a system of deposits on beverage contain
ers if a voluntary program is unable to
recycle 60 percent of all containers by
1982, 75 percent by 1983 and 85 percent
thereafter. There are also provisions
banning non-refiliable containers and
detachable pull-tabs. Deposit laws in
other states have proven to be very
popular and have had a significant ef
fect in reducing litter. Proponents al
so point to the huge energy savings
which are attained through recycling.
Initiative 86 would create a system
-of tax indexing pegged to the National
Consumer Price Index.
It is not known
what the exact fiscal impact on state
government would be, although it is cer
tain to be great. There is also much
dispute as to whether the chief benificiarles of this particular proposal would
be those at the high or low end of the
income scale.
We whole-heartedly endorse CI-9,
1-84, 1-85 and 1-87. We withhold our
support for 1-86 on the ground that a
more reasonable alternative could be
adopted by the 1981 Legislature which
would not jeopardize state revenue in
the future.
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********* SAC Notes ★★★★★★★★★
SAC LECTURE SERIES
TALKS OF A NOT SO DISTANT FUTURE Monday nights at 8 pm in the U.C. Lounge'
.Nov. 3 — Professor Richard Sheridan — The Human Rage Against Nature
z^Nov. 10 — Representative Dan Kemmis — Investment Alternatives for Montana
Nov. 17 — Professor Lance Olson — The Psychology of Wilderness
also: Profs. Robert Ream, Tom Birch, Roger Dunsmore, and Dexter Roberts
from the Wilderness and Civilization Program
Nov. 24 — Professor K. Ross Toole and Rep. James Azzara — The Case Against
Corporate Control of Montana
Dec. 1 — Professor Meyer Chessin — Being There — An Environmental
Reconnaissance of Eastern Europe
ENVIRONMENTAL CONFERENCE
VOICES OF THE BIG SKY: Environmental Concerns In Montana
Nov. 12 and 13
There will be workshops on everything from fundraising to community organizing
to S.B 393 and wilderness poetry.
Designed as an analysis of environmental
efforts in Montana, the confrence is sponsored by The Wilderness Institute and
SAC. On Wednesday night Nov. 13 the confrence will culminate with a BOB MARSHALL
ALLIANCE BENIFIT DINNER AND DANCE. All the spaghetti you can eat, a slide show
of the Bob Marshall Wilderness and bluegrass music by POOR MONROE. Dinner begins
at 6:30 pm at the St. Francis Auditorium and dancing at 8 pm. $3 for dinner
and dance and $2 for just the dance. Sponsored by The Bob Marshall Alliance
and SAC.
SPEAK OUT FOR PRO-CHOICE
Third annual state meeting of the Montana Pro-Choice Coalition, Saturday,
Nov. 8, 9:30 am to 4:30 pm at St. Paul's Methodist Church, Corner of Lawrence
and Logan, Helena, Mont.
#
Pro-Choice people unite to celebrate Pro-Choice victories, learn how to
impact your representatives in the 1981 Legislature, attend lobbying workshops,
hear national and state election overviews, and meet other Pro-Choice supporters.
Childcare will be provided during the state meeting and housing is avail
able. Contact Helena Pro-Choice, P.O. Box' 775, Helena, Mont.*, 59601
PEOPLE’S MARKET MEETING
The Peoples Market Food Cooperative will hold their semi-annual General
Meeting. A new Board of Directors will be elected and a proposal to move to
a new storefront will be discussed and voted on. Nov. 17, 7 pm at the Lifeboat,
532 University Ave.

___
♦
LEGISLATIVE WORKSHOPS
The newly formed Citizens Legislative Coalition and the ASUM Legislative
Committee will sponsor a series of workshops Nov. 15-16 in the SRS building,
111 Sanders, in Helena.
Workshops on legislative process and technique will be offered for those
who are new to the Montana Legislature. Possible subjects of the workshops
include revisions in the Major Facilities Siting Act, tax indexing, changes in
the structure of the Human Rights Commission and plant-closing legislation,
to mention only a few.
,
A panel discussion will be held on the future of the Montana economy, and
will focus on alternative investment of the coal tax trust fund, air-qua lty
standards and plant-closing legislation.
,
A second panel on open government will include such subjects as citizen
participation and the Administrative Procedures Act, lobbyist disclosure, cam
paign law reform and the future of the initiative process.
In the wake of the Anaconda closings, it is crucial that we find ways to
provide jobs for Montanans without dismantling our environmental safeguards.
It is equally important that we resist any attempt to make our government less
accessible to its citizens.
,
. .
..
We believe that by bringing together representatives of agriculture, labor,
small business, women's, Indian, environmental, senior citizen, low-income,
religious and student groups, it will be possible to better understand each
other's needs and to strengthen the bonds which already exist between us.
There is no fee for attending the workshops. If you plan to attend on
either day, please contact Mike Dahlem at the Student Action Center for reg
istration forms.

“FOOD FIRST” AUTHOR JOSEPH COLLINS
will speak on the issues of global hunger and land reform Thursday, Nov. 20, at
8 pm in UM's Social Science Building.
Meet Joseph Collins, Author of "Food First" and expert on world hunger
problems at an autograph party Thursday, Nov. 20, 5-6 pm, at Freddy's Feed and
Read, 1221 Helen.
•
‘
SKATE FOR A WORLD HARVEST A Roller Skateathon to raise money for Missoula s
Poverello Center and OXFAM-America. Will be held at the Skate Haven Rollerrink
Nov. 10 from 7-9:30 pm. Contributors will pay skaters for the amount of time
they skate.. Forms to register as a skater or sponsor a skater can be picked up
at the ARK, 530 University Aye. .Next "Fast" planning meeting Nov. 5 at 4 pm in
the ARK.
• .
.
MONTANA WHOLE FOODS ALLIANCE People interested in the issue of hunger, natural
foods and agricultural self-sufficiency can attend a workshop on regional food
production, distribution, warehousing, and food co-ops Thursday, Nov. 20, 3-5 pm
in the Lifeboat of the ARK, 532 University Ave.
,
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March Against Rape Takes Back the Night
by Jeanne M. Wilkinson

Rape Poem
There is no difference between
being raped
and being pushed down a flight
of cement steps
except that the wounds also bleed inside.j
There is no difference between
being raped
and being run over by a truck
except that afterward men ask
if you enjoyed it.

There is no difference between
being raped
and being bit on the ankle
by a rattlesnake
except that people ask if your skirt
was short
and why you were out alone anyhow.

There is ho difference between
being raped
. apd going head first through a
windshield
Iexcept that afterward you are afraid
not of cars
but half the human race.

Why did I inarch with 100 other
women to Take Back the Night in Missoula
on Friday Oct. 3? In the words of Mar
gie Adam:
• "I've got a fury burning deep in
side my very soul and it's gonna eat
me up or let me go. I've got a fury and
I'm gonna let it show."
A fury because "everyday, at least
four women are raped in Montana. Na
tionwide, a woman is raped at least
once every minute."

So many women before me
have been overwhelmed by
the disease of misogyny
which is everywhere, even
inside of me.
No matter how,strong I feel I am,
there is a one-out-of-three chance that
I will be physically raped in my life
time .
I have been mentally raped', through
out my life, by society's attitude toward
women, an attitude that taught me to be
a victim—passive, not knowing how to
defend myself physically or verbally.
'In our society, women have always been
told to fulfill the needs of others and
not out own, our worth determined, by
the men we associate with, taught to

hate ourselves, and to listen and laugh
at the very jokes that degrade us, or
else be labeled poor sports.
But to what or whom do I express
this fury? I know I cannot let it
fester inside or It will destroy me
like so many women Before me have been
overwhelmed by the disease of misogyny
which is everywhere, even inside of me.
Marching to Take Back the Night
was an opportunity for me to join to
gether with other women and sAy to the
world: "I refuse to be a victim
*
I
am learning to defend myself in all
aspects of my life and I am not going
to stop fighting until I can walk
through life without fear."
Ironically, along with the feeling
of strength and unity I felt as we
marched oast the Adult Book Store,
Studio One, the teenagers cruising
downtown, the bars on Main and Front
Streets and .past supportive and jeering
onlookers; as I was listening to women
share their experiences and feelings
about rape, I felt for the first time
to the very depth of my being the fear
described in Marge Piercy's "Rape Poem."
I know I must work through and feel
this fear and rage in order to know the
strength and unity that is necessary to
effect the changes that will eradicate
the rape consciousness from the roots
of society.

The rapist is your boyfriend's brother.
He sits beside you in the movies
eating popcorn.
Rape fattens on the, fantasies of
the normal male
like a maggot in garbage.

Fear of rape is a cold wind blowing
all of the time on a woman’s
hunched back.
Never to stroll alone on a sand road
through pine woods,
never to climb a trail across a bald
without that aluminum in the mouth
when I see a man climbing toward me.
Never to open the door to a knock
without that razor just grazing
the throat-.
The fear of the dark side-of hedges,
the back seat of the car, the empty
house
rattling keys like a snake's warning.
The fear of’the smiling man
in whose pocket is a knife.
The fear of the serious man
in whose fist is locked hatred.

All it takes to cast a rapist to be able,
to see your body
as jackhammer, as blowtorch,
as adding-machine-gun.
all it takes is hating that body
your own, your self, your muscle
that softens to flab.
All it’takes is to push what you hate ,
what you fear onto the soft alien flesh.
To bucket out invincible as a tank
armored with treads without senses
to possess and punish one act,
to rip up pleasure, to murder
those who dare
live in the leafy flesh open to love.
--Marge Piercy
act?5i^?^^^^monThl^pijb]^ca-^
tion of the Student Action Center at UM.
Address letters and subscription requests
to SAC Activist, University Center, Room
107, Missoula, MT 59812. SAC is dedica
ted to political and environmental
activism.

